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“Thor Prohaska the Independent Candidate for Dickson calls on all
2019 Federal Election candidates to legally declare that they will vote
as directed by the voters in their electorate”
I say our elected representatives should be legally required to represent what the voters in the electorate want. Not
what the representative personally wants, or what a party wants and especially NOT what the donors want.
Unfortunately, the reality is that even if all the voters in the electorate wanted their representative to vote for or
against legislation the representative has zero legal obligation to do so! Nowhere in the Constitution or the Electoral
Act does it say anything about the relationship between the voters and their representative.
Until it is Law that they must represent the voters, our representatives can do whatever they, their Party or the
Donors want, even when it’s not what the majority in the electorate want.
To remedy this legal defect, I have signed a pledge in the form of a Commonwealth Statutory Declaration declaring
that if elected to the Australian Parliament as the Federal Member for Dickson I will always vote in the House of
Representatives as directed by the voters of Dickson.

I have now emailed all the candidates standing for a seat in the House of Representatives at the 2019
Federal Election calling on them to complete and sign the same pledge to commit to the core principle of
democracy that the elected representatives is duty bound to represent what the voters want. Without
that pledge how can we have a properly functioning democracy?
See my signed ‘stat dec’ below for the details of the pledge.

Thor Prohaska
Independent Federal Candidate for Dickson
Australian House of Representatives
For further information contact Thor Prohaska:
Email: thor@dicksonreps.net
Phone: 0473 223 480
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